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Clinical Insights: Gain Real-Time Access to Patient
Data and Accelerate Medical Review
Safety and Efficacy Analytics
that Command Confidence
Break from traditional Excel-based
data review with interactive analytics.
Immediately recognize signals that fall
outside of safety thresholds, and have
confidence in the ability to track those
signals during clinical conduct.

Deeper Insights with
Dashboards and Drilldowns:
 Perform analyses on drug toxicity,
document drug-drug interactions,
and evaluate far-ranging patient
histories with several visually
powerful analytics.
 Drill into row- and column-level data
in combined listings (aggregated
from clinical systems) in moments,
without relying on clinical data
management teams.

Clinical Insights brings all your patient safety and subject-level data together—from
EDC, eCOA, ePro, IxRS, labs, and other sources—into a unified study data model that
meets SDTM standards.
Real-time access to clean, harmonized data enables consistent and proactive
medical review, as well as the ability to create and distribute meaningful reports.
Clinical Insights removes the lag time between data requests and availability by
eliminating manual work, removing data management complexity, and presenting
intuitive patient and cohort level dashboards that medical and safety teams want to
use to review patient progression through a trial.

Solution Highlights
 View data changes in real time, using dynamic line listings and graphical patient
profiles
 Use detailed labs, with access to actual test results, to visualize trends and
identify outliers
 Review updates to patient medical records at the row/column level for fast safety
signal detection and proactive quality review.
 Customize KPIs and analytics for more relevant monitoring
 Set alerts to identify and resolve issues faster
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Gain Real-Time Visibility into Adverse Events at the Study, Country, Site,
and Patient Levels
Medical review workflows are typically bogged down by the need to hunt through massive amounts of data just to find the
small percentage of data points that require further investigation. Saama solves these problems by bringing everything you
need in one place and automatically highlighting changes in real time.

Holistic Patient Data
Review
Graphical patient profiles, which
bring together multiple timeseries charts in one location,
provide a holistic view of every
patient. Lab value averages—by
cohort and visit—provide insights
into subject trends.

Data Review Tracking
Dynamic line listings highlight
new and changed data, to
simplify the medical review
process.
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Safety and Efficacy
Signal Analysis
Issues related to adverse
events are easily identified and
categorized for faster resolution.

Data Reconciliation
When your entire medical review
process is automated, you can
easily highlight discrepancies,
handle exceptions, and create and
manage auditable tasks.

Get Started Now
Clinical Insights can be up and running in just four weeks from time of data access.
To learn more and arrange a demo, contact Saama today.

About Saama Technologies, Inc.
Saama is the #1 AI clinical analytics platform company, enabling the life sciences industry to conduct faster and safer clinical development and
regulatory programs. Today, 50 biotech companies—including many of the top 20 pharmaceutical companies—use Saama’s award-winning Life
Science Analytics Cloud (LSAC) platform to accelerate more than 1,500 studies. LSAC’s rich applications facilitate unprecedented and authoritative
oversight of comprehensive clinical research data, enabling companies to file New Drug Applications (NDAs) more efficiently and bring drugs to market
faster. Discover more at www.saama.com and follow Saama @SaamaTechInc on Twitter.
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